MODIFIED LICENSE NUMBER REPORT

1. AZ(MD): Degree and License number is provided in 2 separated field. License number concatenation in a database query (ex. MD1234)

2. AZ(DO): Degree and License number is provided in 2 separated field. License number concatenation in CAM I (ex. DO + 1234= DO1234)

3. CA(MD): License type plus license number (A, C, G). Adding zero in between the License type and number in a database query (ex. A0001234)

4. DE(MD/DO): Translation in CAM I elimination the dash (ex. C1-000000 to C1000000)

5. FL(MD): Professional code plus license number (ME, LL, TRN) License number and Professional code concatenation in CAM I (ex. ME+ 1234= ME1234567)

6. FL(DO): Professional code plus license number (LL, OS UO) License number and Professional code concatenation in CAM I (ex. LL+ 1234= LL1234567)

7. HI(MD/DO): License type (MDR, MDG, MDS, MDT, DOS, DOR, ect) and license number concatenation in CAM I (ex. MDR + 12 = MDR12)

8. MO(MD/DO): Degree plus license number(MD or DO) in CAM I

9. OH(MD/DO): Degree code and license number is provided in 2 separated field. Concatenation the degree and license number in CAM I (25=MD, 24=DO, 35=MD, 34=DO, 57=MD(Resident), 58=DO(Resident)). (ex. 25nnnnnn)

10. TN(DO): Degree plus License number in CAM I: (ex. DO12345678)

11. GA(MD/DO): Client Code plus license number (1104, 1105,1107,1108,1111,1113, and 1114). If state provides Client code 1104(4 digits) and a 6 numeric license number 123456, then we would modify it to read 1104123456

12. VT(DO): Compress period. from license number in CAM I. (ex. 031.nnnnnnnn to 031nnnnnnn)

VT(MD): Compress period - from license number in CAM I. (ex. 042-nnnnnnnn to 042nnnnnnnn) The board website show the license number have a period between (042.0009318, but in the data file we receive from the board, it have a dash(042-0009318)
13. MT(MD/DO): **Alpha Character precedes license number (MED-PHYS-LIC-10021)**. Due to the Masterfile database field limited to 15 characters, unable to implement the license number format. Blank out the Alpha Prefix in front of the number. Modify it to read 10021.

14. ME(DO): Degree and License number is provided in 2 separated field. License number concatenation in CAM I (ex. **DO + 1234= DO1234**)

15. IA(MD/DO): Receive the license number with Alpha Character prefix((S) D.O.n, MD, DO). Blank out the (S) D.O.n, MD, DO in front of the license number (ex. 00193)

16. ND: Receive the license number with Alpha Character Prefix in front of the license number. Blank out the Alpha Character in front of the license number. (**ex. TRL.nnnn to nnnn**)
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